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Professor in the Department of English at Southern Virginia University, earned a Ph.D. in English from
the University of Maryland, College Park. His first book, Care is a Reusable Asset: The Transformation

of American Welfare (Palgrave MacMillan, 2009), explores the invention and transformation of
American welfare during the past half century. Grotto’s second book, Health Care in the U.S.A.: The
Shape of Future Policy, co-written with Duke University health economist Daniel R. Gagnon, takes a
closer look at how public policy has changed the U.S. health care system. In the new video below,

Professor Grotto talks about the results of the research from his new book, as well as issues the U.S.
is facing when it comes to health care, including drug addiction and the uninsured.The long-term

objective of this project is to develop a minimally invasive uterine electromyographic sensor for early
maternal detection of abruption or placenta previa which could reduce perinatal morbidity and

mortality in the United States. Oligometastatic tumor cells invade the peripheral nervous system via
the hematogenous route. However, tumor cells can also spread along a nerve (specifically the vagus

nerve) and colonize its ganglion. Systemic chemotherapy and radiation have been used to reduce
the number of metastatic tumor cells and delayed the development of neurologic symptoms.

However, current anti-metastatic therapies do not specifically target tumor cells that have colonized
the vagus nerve, and therefore these treatments do not eradicate all the malignant cells, which often
leave the patient with recurrences or metastases. These therapies also do not prevent the spread of
the tumors to contiguous tissue/organs. We propose that tumor-stimulated peripheral nerves recruit

immune cells that produce angiogenic factors which allow tumor cells to invade contiguous
tissue/organs, i.e., the tumor-induced muscle atrophy causes stress in the muscle and recruiting mac
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